McGraw-Hill's Math, Grade 5
Synopsis
Now students can bring home the classroom expertise of McGraw-Hill to help them sharpen their math skills! McGraw-Hill’s Math Grade 5 helps your elementary-school student learn and practice basic math skills he or she will need in the classroom and on standardized NCLB tests. Its attractive four-color page design creates a student-friendly learning experience, and all pages are filled to the brim with activities for maximum educational value. All content aligned to state and national standards "You Know It!" features reinforce mastery of learned skills before introducing new material "Reality Check" features link skills to real-world applications "Find Out About It" features lead students to explore other media "World of Words" features promote language acquisition
Discover more inside: A week-by-week summer study plan to be used as a "summer bridge" learning and reinforcement program Each lesson ends with self-assessment that includes items reviewing concepts taught in previous lessons Intervention features address special-needs students
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Customer Reviews
I’m currently getting my daughter ready for Texas CBE (credit by exam) math test for 5th grade. She is in 4th grade GT program. I picked this to go over the curriculum quickly and find what she needs to work on as we only have one month to prepare. It looked great at first. Pretest, 11 chapters, posttest, glossary and answer keys. Each chapter has 5-13 lesson pages that has easy to follow instruction and examples followed by a few practice problems. We only finished pretest and two random chapters, and have found several wrong answers. One volume counting problem asks to
write a number sentence to find the volume using specific units but there is no unit given in the picture. Another one to write the volume of 3x7x4 inches- the answer key says 64 in3. The list goes on and on. We have few other books and we will still finish this book. It's very disappointing to find "America's #1 educational publisher"(it says on the cover) publishes a math workbook without proofreading thoroughly. I might buy again in the future because I like the format of this book and the price is reasonable.

I purchased this book for my child and we started pretest. This is for 5th grader, but my daughter is in 4th grade, so she solved the problems as I taught her. I looked at the answers of pretest, and there are wrong answers and I couldn't believe it. Do they even review the book before publishing? I am very disappointed.

I hadn’t read the reviews here before I bought this book from a local book store. At first, it looked great because we like McGraw-Hill and this book covers all topics of fifth grade math, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, geometry, decimal and fraction. But when I checked the answer keys for my daughter, I found some wrong answers. If I hadn’t found the wrong answers, this book would probably mislead my daughter’s math practice and strike her confidence. I would not recommend this book. Instead, we really like Beestar online math (a nice web site beestar.org). It has well designed printable math worksheets, and at least, it has one hundred percent correct answer keys.

Waste of money as the key is wrong? If you use this make sure you double check your own understanding of the problem as you will need to explain it to your child.

My intent was to use this book to bridge the gap over summer. I like how there is a guide for the kids to work on so many pages a day over a 10 week period. We have started a little early before summer and this has been working out well. I got this book for my 3rd and 4th grader and both are doing well with understanding concepts that have not seen. I like that on each page there is an instructional section and examples. The amount of work on each page to reinforce concepts is not overwhelming. I recommend the book.

I really like this math series by McGraw hill. I homeschool and am using this series to get my son up to speed. He likes the books much more then previous math texts and PACE’s we have used.
This is a disappointment "McGraw-Hill?" with wrong answers REALLY!!!!... Will I feel comfortable buying McGraw-Hill another time? It keeps getting my kids confused and I have to double check their work and show them the correct way and answers. Had to buy another math book and tossed this one..."appalling".

Excellent way to review or reteach concepts. Nice calendar included for planning.
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